
Project Grow’s 2014 Plant Sale

About the Sale

Project Grow will be offering a wide selection of heirloom tomatoes, basil, sweet and 

hot peppers at our annual plant sale on Saturday May 10th from 8am-2pm.   The sale will

be held in front of the People’s Food Co-op at 216 North 4th  Avenue near the Ann Arbor 

Farmer’s Market.  A list of these varieties with pictures is listed below, so you can view 

the selections and decide on which varieties you wish to purchase at the sale. 

 

There is always the possibility of disasters and crop failures with plants, but we will try 

to keep the list up to date if this happens. The peppers and basil will be started in late 

February, and the tomatoes in mid-March.  The plants will be large, in 3.5” plastic pots, 

and organically grown in organic soil mix and using only organic fertilizer. Whenever 

possible, the plants are grown from organically grown seeds saved by local gardeners.

 

Project Grow offers transplants of six types (and 78 varieties) of tomatoes, 13 varieties 

of hot peppers, 12 different sweet peppers, and five kinds of basil.  Except for the patio 

tomatoes, nearly all the tomato varieties we offer are indeterminate, meaning they will 

grow long vines whose length is only limited by growing conditions.  The patio 

tomatoes are all determinate, meaning they will grow at most about 2 feet tall regardless 

of growing conditions.

 

Types of Tomatoes

Tomatoes come in a wide range of colors.  The most common colors are red-orange and 

pinkish-red.  There are also yellow, orange, green and purplish black tomatoes. If you 

are looking for classic tomato flavor, choose red-orange or pinkish-red tomatoes.  

Yellow, orange and green tomatoes tend to have a fruitier and sweeter flavor profile.  Bi-

color tomatoes have skin and flesh that is a mixture of two or more colors.  Typically the

color is combination of red and yellow.  Bi-color tomatoes usually are very sweet and 

may have subtle blends of fruit flavors.  Black tomatoes tend to be richly flavored with 

smoky flavor notes.

Tomatoes are usually separated into groups based on their type (beefsteak, cherry, paste, 

oxheart, saladette and patio).  If you are not familiar with these types, the following 

profiles include descriptions and some recommendations.

 



Beefsteak Tomatoes

Beefsteak Tomatoes are large and usually appear later in the season.  Most are not as 

productive as the smaller varieties.  These are what most people picture when they think 

“tomato”.  Brandywine is perhaps the best known beefsteak.  It’s flesh is creamy in 

texture and delivers a rich tomato flavor.  Lesser known varieties often outshine 

Brandywine at tomato tastings.  You may want to consider Mrs. Benson, Caspian Pink 

or Chapman.  These varieties keep better than Brandywine and are less prone to 

cracking.  

Then there is color to consider.  Kellogg’s Breakfast is among the best orange tomatoes. 

Evergreen turns amber on the outside to let you know it’s ripe, but has a rich green 

interior.  Pineapple and West Virginia Hillbilly are bicolors with red and gold marbled 

flesh.  Black Krim and Black From Tula are great tasting “black” tomatoes.  Grow a 

plant of each of these to produce a spectacular sliced tomato salad.

Cherry Tomatoes 

Cherries are usually no more than 1” in diameter and grow on rampant, vigorous vines.  

They include many of the earlier and most prolific varieties.  Like beefsteaks, they come

in many colors and flavors.  Bicolor Cherry is a red/gold bicolor that has a honey-like 

flavor.  Brown Berry Cherry and Black Cherry are true to their names.  IPK 963 Cuba 

is from a seed bank maintained by East Berlin.  It produces good yields of meaty red 

fruit shaped like very large grapes.

Oxheart Tomatoes

Oxhearts combine the best features of beefsteak and paste tomatoes.  They can weigh a 

pound or more have broad shoulders and come to a point at the blossom end like a paste.

Oxhearts have meaty interiors with few seed cavities.  They are good for slicing and 

quickly cook up into a thick sauce.  They also keep well and produce an abundance of 

large tasty fruit.  Everyone should have at least one oxheart tomato in their garden.  

Prue and Ukranian Bullsheart are great examples of the type.  You may also want to 

consider oxhearts of another color such as the black Brad’s Blackheart or the bicolor, 

Orange Russian 117.  Although it is listed with the oxhearts, Coeur de Beouf is actually

a meaty pear shaped tomato that has excellent flavor and is highly productive.  

Paste Tomatoes

Paste tomatoes are the ones usually used for drying and making sauces.  They tend to be 

oblong, drier and contain fewer seeds than other varieties.  Dunneaux, Huth’s Red 

Pepper Tomato and Polish Linguisa are large (up to 6 inches long) meaty paste 

tomatoes that are shaped like an Anaheim chili and make good fresh eating as well as 



excellent paste.  Medium sized paste tomatoes come in a range of colors.  Try Pirkstine 

Orange or Orange Banana if you want an orange colored tomato paste.  San Marzano 

is a good choice for drying.

Saladette Tomatoes

Saladettes  are medium in size and are among the most popular.  They combine the 

prolific yields and ease of cultivation of the cherries with the more complex flavors and 

colors of the beefsteaks.   Pachino, a variety that is not easily found anywhere else, has 

intense tomato flavor as do Costoluto Genovese and Ethel Watkins’ Best.  Olga’s Yellow

Round Chicken is worth growing for its name alone, but it delivers creamy textured 

yellow tomatoes with a rich fruity flavor.

Patio Tomatoes

Patio tomatoes are all determinate and are the ones best suited for growing in containers.

We are offering a number of new varieties this year.  Some can probably even be grown 

in 6” pots!  Consider these if you have limited growing area.  Their small size makes 

them easy to protect from deer or other unauthorized tomato tasters.

Peppers

We classify our peppers as either hot or sweet.  Where possible, we have included the 

Scoville rating (a measure of hotness) in the description of each hot pepper.  Sweet 

peppers generally have a Scoville rating of zero. 
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Beefsteak Tomatoes



Aunt Lillian's Yellow Heirloom

(90 days)

Late season large, light yellow fruit born

on potato leafed plants.

Aunt Ruby's German Green

(80 days)  

Large green beefsteak with creamy flesh

and intense fruity flavor.  Gets a pink 

blush on blossom end when ripe.

Berkeley Tie Dye

(80 days)

Multicolored with  stripes.  A 

multicolored California beauty



Black From Tula

(85 days)

Russian heirloom from Tula. Largest of 

the black tomatoes with 3-4", slightly 

flattened, oblate, dark brown to purple 

fruit with deep green shoulders. 

Deliciously outstanding, rich, slightly 

salty, smoky-fruit flavor 

 

Black Krim

(75 days)

Russian tomato; rich flavor, meaty flesh.

Matures early for a black beefsteak.

  

Boxcar Willie

(80 days)

New for 2014!  Old-fashioned, high 

yielding, flavorful, red, 10-16ounce 

tomatoes



Brandywine

(75-80 days)

Indeterminate, potato-leafed vines 

produce pink, huge, 1-pound fruits with 

delicious flavor.  One slice fills a 

sandwich! Most  popular heirloom 

cultivar.

Caspian Pink

(80 days) 

Sweet, meaty large red fruit from Russia

with outstanding flavor and creamy 

texture.

Chapman

(80 days)

Large, 1-pound, bright-red, heirloom 

beefsteak with very good flavor. 



Cherokee Chocolate

(80 days) 

Very much like Cherokee Purple in size 

(9-12 oz), very dark reddish brown color.

Succulent, tasty, productive.  Worth 

growing.

Cherokee Purple

(80 days)

Large beefsteak with purple-red flesh.

Vigorous, productive plants produce 

great slicers.

Chocolate Stripes

(80 days)

New for 2014!  Another great black 

tomato.  The 3-4 inch fruit are striped 

like Black Zebra only larger.



Coustralee

(80 days)

A large French beefsteak with great 

flavor.  Can reach 6" in diameter for 

plate filling slices.
   

Evergreen

(72 days)

Back for 2014!  Another great tasting 

heirloom green tomato.

Grub's Mystery Green

(80 days)

A new green variety recommended by 

heirloom tomato expert Royer Held.



Kellogg's Breakfast

(75-85 days)

Developed by Darrell Kellogg of 

Redford, MI, a large, orange beefsteak 

(12-16oz.) tomato,with great flavor and 

super productivity.

Magnum 

(80-85 days)

Large red mid-season beefsteak with 

good shape and no flaws. From a 

selection of plants grown annually by 

Chuck Wyatt. Very productive

Mortgage Lifter aka Radiator Charlie

(80 days)

New for 2014!  A famous heirloom 

developed in the 1930s.  The developer 

of this variety used proceeds from the 

plants to pay off his mortgage.  The fruit

are reddish-pink, large at 1-3 pounds 

flavorful and meaty.



Mr. Stripey

(80 days)

New for 2014!  Mild and sweet pink and 

yellow tomatoes.

Mrs. Benson

(70 days)

Mrs. Benson is an old fashioned, potato-

leaved beefsteak.  Dark pink to light red.

Mrs. Benson was a newcomer and a 

huge hit at the Project Grow 2010 

Tomato Tastings!

Paul Robeson

(74 days)

New for 2014!  A Russian heirloom 

named for American opera singer equal 

rights activist Paul Robeson.  Another 

great black beefsteak tomato.  Because 

of its Russian heritage, it will set fruit at 

lower temperatures.



Pineapple

(80 days)

Red and yellow bi-colored fruit 

averaging 16-24 ounces. Very distinctive 

sweet, fruity taste.  Good yields from 

sturdy vines.

West Virginia Hillbilly

(85 days) 

Yellow/Red – Beefsteak – Late

Great citrusy flavor; another favorite

 



Cherry Tomatoes



Amy's Apricot

(74 days)

New for 2014!  A favorite at our last 

Tomato Tasting, Amy's popularity 

ensured her a spot in this year's sale. 

The gold fruit are ¾ inch.  

Bi-color Cherry

(70-75 days) 

An interesting and still unknown cherry

tomato variety with exceptionally 

flavored fruits. The plant bears small 

cherry fruits, which ripen to a slightly 

translucent orange, with subtle rosy 

blushes. The fruits are quite unlike most

common cherry tomatoes in appearance

and their excellent flavor sets them 

apart as well. Flavor is highly sweet, 

much like the Sun Gold and Sun Sugar, 

though with subtle differences. Fruits 

are born in good sized clusters. Plants 

are vigorous and may reach 6ft. 





Gajo de Melon

(70 days)

Bi-color Mid-Late 1” fruit; sweet, ripe 

muskmelon flavor

IPK 963 Cuba

(65 days)

A sweet red cherry from Cuba.

Lemon Drop

(75 days)

Small and sweet heirloom.

 



Mini San Marzano

(70 days)

A mini version of the well known Italian

paste by the same name, including its 

superb taste.

Peacevine Cherry

(78 days)

A selection of the Sweet 100 cherry 

tomato, having larger fruit held in the 

same tight clusters as its ancestor. 

Throughout the season the plant has 

three colors of fruit on the vine, yellow, 

orange and red.

Orange Marble Cherry

(65 days)

This is an orange cherry marbled with 

splashes of red and brown that make it 

as beautiful as it is sweet.  That it is also 

very productive makes it a trifecta 

winner. 



Snow White

(70 days)

Highly productive "white" cherry with 

light yellow fruit that reach an inch in 

diameter.  Fruit are sweet and juicy and 

have fruity taste that is pleasant and a 

refreshing contrast to that of other 

cherry tomatoes.

Yellow Pear

(70 days)

Tiny (1" long), yellow, sweet, pear-

shaped tomatoes are produced in 

abundant clusters on vigorous, 

indeterminate vines. Great for

eating in the garden or in salads.



Oxheart Tomatoes

Brad's Blackheart

(80 days)

A large blackish-red oxheart with the 

rich and complex flavor typical of most 

black tomatoes.

Coeur de Boeuf

(80 days)

A French heirloom that is a favorite of 

those who like a meaty, rich tasting 

tomato.  Don't we all?

Cuor di Buoi

(80 days)

An Italian oxheart brought over by one 

of our gardeners, who still considers it 

one of his favorites.  Large, red, meaty 

and full of flavor.



Orange Russian 117

(80 days) 

3” fruit are sweet, fruity and meaty.

 

German Red Strawberry

(80 days)

Large, strawberry shaped fruit that are 

full of flavor.  A German heirloom that 

will fit an American BLT perfectly.

 

Provenzano

(80 days)

Prue

(85 days)

The medium-sized fruits are a good all-

purpose  type. The plants have leaves 

can be described as wispy, wilty and 

droopy and are very productive. The 

fruits are great flavored, red and 

interestingly shaped - elongated heart 

with a bump or nipple on the blossom 

end.

An old family heirloom introduced by 

Tom Gallucci of Connecticut who 

received the seed from his wife's 

grandfather, Mr. Prue of Massachusetts 

who was born about 1900. 



Ukrainian Bull's Heart

(80 days)

Great tasting red oxheart with 12 to 16 

ounce fruit that have a meaty texture 

and succulent flesh. At peak ripeness, its

flavor has an intense, rich fruity taste.



Paste Tomatoes

Dunneaux

(85-90 days)

Large late season paste tomato that lost 

its ID tag. It might be Howard German, 

but I just dunneaux. Each fruit can 

weigh 8 ounces and may exceed 6 inches 

in length while approaching 2" in width.

Good fresh eating, in addition to great 

sauce

Huth's Red Tomato Pepper

(85 days)

Developed in Ann Arbor, this tomato is a

long, red, meaty paste tomato that is 

delicious eating fresh as well as great in 

sauces.  It starts ripening late, but 

continues to pump out wonderful 

batches of tomatoes until the frost 

finally kills it.  Worth growing if you like

an abundance of tomatoes! 



Orange Banana

(85 days)

A very productive, beautiful light 

orange, elongated 2-4” paste tomato 

with a sweet, yet complex flavor.

Pirkstine Orange

(80 days)

Back for 2014!  Sausage shaped orange 

paste.

Polish Linguisa

(80 days)

Huge red fruit produced over long 

season.  A favorite of Project Grow 

canners.

 



Purple Russian

(80-85 days)

Purple Mid-Late Plum shaped, juicy 

and sweet flavored.

 

San Marzano

(80 days)

The favorite paste tomato of chefs and 

canners for its meaty texture and superb

taste.

  

Saucy

(75 days)

Red Mid Extremely productive bush 

plants

 



Speckled Roman

(75-80 days)

Red, 4-6oz sausage shaped plums that 

taper abruptly to a sharp point. Juicy 

fruit are great fresh eating.



Saladette Tomatoes

Arkansas Traveler

(75 days)

New for 2014! Medium sized crack 

resistant, pink tomatoes with mild flavor.

Azoychka

New for 2014!  Yellow-orange Russian 

heirloom with a sweet, citrus flavor.

Black Zebra

(75-80 days)

Small to medium brown globes striped 

with green. Flesh is reddish brown with 

a tangy, "smoky" flavor.



Cosmonaut Volkov

(70 days)

These deep red, slightly flattened 8-12 

oz. globes deliver the true tomato taste: 

sweetly rich and full-bodied. Early 

ripening and long lasting producer on 

indeterminate vines.

Costolutto Genovese

(70-75 days)

Italian variety with heavy yields of 

scalloped red 4-ounce juicy fruit that has

good fresh flavor. Costoluto means 

“ribbed” in Italian.



Ethel Watkin's Best

(70 days)

Originally from Australia, this tomato 

has a unique flavor when eaten slightly 

under-ripe. When fully ripe, it is 

sublime! Consistently a winner with Ann

Arbor's tomato tasters.

Green Zebra

(80 days)

Starts out green with dark green stripes, 

then softens into yellow when ripe. 4-5 

oz. fruit has unique citrus-like, tart 

flavor. Productive and tenacious.



Olga's Yellow Round Chicken

(85 days)

An old heirloom that originated in 

Russia many years ago. Prolific 

producer of tasty 8-10 ounce yellow 

tomatoes. Tolerant of a wide range of 

conditions and very blemish free. A nice 

tomato and an excellent addition to 

salads. Indeterminate, regular leaf 

foliage 

Pachino

(75-80 days)

A medium-sized mid-season red tomato 

from Sicily by way of Orvieto, Italy. 

Fruit have an intense, tangy tomato 

flavor that makes great sauces and is 

excellent fresh.



Purple Calabash

(75-80 days)

Very productive. Dark purple/red in 

color. Ribbed and pretty.  Has the 

“smoky” taste of many purple/black 

tomatoes.

Red Zebra

(90 days)

Bicolored, productive and tasty.  Some 

say it is the best of all the striped 

tomatoes.

Stupice

(65 days)

Small, 2" red fruits are tasty; good 

stewed whole. Indeterminate vines are 

very productive, maturing early and 

lasting late into the season.



Togorific

This indeterminate plant bears small to 

medium red tomatoes with a good yield. 

They are a perfect size for salads. It has 

a good mix of tart and sweet and is very 

juicy. Eventually I will have a picture of 

it, but for now think of it as a smaller 

Purple Calabash. 



Patio Tomatoes

Anahu

(78 days)

This determinate tomato was developed 

at the University of Hawaii in the 50's 

and named after a Hawaiian war hero.  

It produces an abundance of medium 

-sized, sweet, red fruit that are blemish 

free and as beautiful as the islands that 

produced it.

Beaverlodge

55 days

This is one of the earliest maturing 

varieties anywhere.  It was bred at the 

Beaverlodge Research Center in Alberta 

Canada.

Black Sea Man

(75 days)

Rich black tomato flavor in a 4 to 8 

ounce fruit.  



Kewalo

(75 days)

Another variety developed at the 

University of Hawaii to suit the warm 

and humid conditions in the islands.  

Since Ann Arbor also has warm and 

humid summers, it does very well here, 

too.  Sweet red fruit are 6-8 oz. of 

paradise.

Nebraska Wedding

Deep orange round 8-12 ouce fruit on a 

determinate plant. 

Oregon Spring

(75-80 days)

Developed at Oregon State University.  

Bright red and good sized for a patio 

tomato.



Principe Borghese

(75 days)

Red Mid Great producer of great tasting

tomatoes

 

Red Alert

(50-55 days)

Red small fruit on productive plant.  

Last year it produced ripe tomatoes on 

July 3rd, the first ripe fruit of all the 

100+ varieties grown in Project Grow's 

tomato garden. 

Silvery Fir Tree

(55 days)

Early and dwarf plants are suitable for 

hanging baskets or containers.



Taxi

Very sweet, almost acid free.

Yellow Canary

(55 days)

Yellow Canary is a good choice if you 

have limited space, such as an apartment

balcony or small yard. The plants can be

grown in hanging baskets or pots as 

small as 7”.  The flavor of this snack-size

tomato is "quite tasty," according to 

TomatoGrowers.com. 



Hot Peppers





Chiltipin

Small,1/3” peppers are red and very hot

50,000-100,000 Scovilles

The tiny chili peppers are red to orange-

red, usually slightly ellipsoidal, and 

about 0.31in) in diameter.  Some strains 

of tepin peppers however are perfectly 

round (not the least bit oval) while 

fresh. If a tepin pepper is dried, it 

appears quite round even if it is the 

slightly ellipsoidal strain.

Czech Black

(65 days)

Black when immature, the 2-1/2" long 

conical fruits ripen to a lustrous garnet. 

2-1/2–3' bushes bear very early, setting 

about 20 pointed thick-walled peppers 

per plant. 2½” black/red fruit; slightly 

less hot than jalapeno

 



Early Jalapeno

(75 days)

Hot, hot, 3x1" sausage-shaped blunt 

fruits mature early. Characteristic 

brown netting appears as fruit ripens 

from dark green to dark red.
 

4,000-6,500 Scovilles  

Fish

(80 days)

Green and white foliage, 2” curving, 

striped fruit ripen red.

45,000-75,000 Scovilles.

CROP FAILURE

 

Ghost

New for 2014!  Another extremely hot 

pepper.  Damaris uses this and Trinidad 

Scorpion to make her own pepper 

repellent.   Hot pepper spray used by 

the police is two million.  Use caution 

and handle with disposable gloves!

A blistering 1,000,000 Scovilles.



Hungarian Hot Wax

(65 days)

Semi-hot type which sets even in cool 

weather. Smooth waxy yellow 5-1/2x1-

1/2" fruits taper to a point.   Great for 

chiles rellenos.

700-3000 Scovilles  

Long Red Narrow Cayenne

(75 days)

Curled and twisted peppers grow 5-6” 

long but are only 1/2” wide.

3,500-5000 Scovilles

Negro de Valle

Plant produces good yields of 5" long by

¾" wide hot peppers. Peppers turn from

green to a chocolate brown when 

mature. Plant has green stems, green 

leaves, and white flowers. A variety 

from Chihuahua, Mexico. 



Poblano

(65 days)

Moderately hot pepper.  When dried 

these are sold as Ancho chiles.

1500-2500 Scovilles.

Thai Hot

(82 days)

This dynamite of a plant produces about

200 small, red, explosives per plant.

80,000 Scovilles

 



Sweet Peppers

Aji Panca

(80 days)

Mild, fruity smokey flavor.  Commonly 

used in Peruvian cooking.

Boldog Hungarian Spice Paprika

(71 days)

6x4” fruit can be dried and ground for 

paprika or used fresh.



Bull's Horn Mix

(68 days)

Peppers are 8 to 10 inches long and 

curved like a bull's horn. Ripen to deep 

red and yellow.  Great  fresh in salads, 

but more often are sauteed or grilled. 

Prolific tall plants. 

California Wonder

(75 days)

Large green to red blocky fruit with 

thick walls and glossy flesh.

 

Chocolate Sweet

(80 days)

6”-8” tapered fruit turn green to brown.

 



Huth’s Tomato Pepper

(75-80 days)

Round, red fruit with very thick walls 

look like a tomato.

CROP FAILURE

Jimmy Nardello

(76 days)

Originally from Italy, these long, thin 

walled peppers are tasty, especially 

when fried. 

 

Mini Belle Blend

(80 days)

Short, stocky plants covered with lovely 

2" long miniature bell peppers with an 

excellent fresh flavor.  Great for salads. 



Quadrato d’Asti Rosso

(80 days)

Huge with thick, brilliant red flesh.

Santa Maria Yellow Cherry

(80 days)

A yellow cherry pepper from one of 

Project Grow's tomato and pepper 

mavens, Royer Held.

CROP FAILURE

Sweet Purple Beauty

(75 days)

Beautiful purple bell peppers with a 

mild sweet flavor.



Sweet Pimento

(80 days)

Red; rich fruity taste and very sweet.  



Basil

Genovese

(70 days)

Connoisseur’s choice for making pesto!

 

Mammoth

(70 days)

Lettuce-leaf type with large, ruffled 

leaves suitable for stuffing.



Red Rubin

(78 days)

Dark purple-bronze leaves

Spicy Globe

(70 days)

Compact 8” mound of strongly scented 

small leaves

  

Thai

(60 days)

Strong licorice-anise flavor


